Polymerization Reactor Control
W. Harmon Ray
ABSTRACT: The principal difficulties in
achieving goodcontrol of polymerization
reactors are related to inadequate on-line
measurement, a lack of understanding of the
dynamics of the process, the highly sensitive
and nonlinear behavior of these reactors, and
the lack of well-developed techniques for the
control of nonlinear processes. Someillustrations of these problems and a discussion of
potential techniques for overcoming some of
these difficulties are provided.

Introduction
The topic of polymerization reactor control is so vast and the issues so complex that
acomprehensivediscussionandliterature
survey is impossible in the few pages available here. The reader should see Refs. [l],
[2] for a survey of the literature in this area.
The goal of the present paper is to provide
perspective on the important practical problems that arise in the control of polymerization reactors and some useful applications of
process control theory to the solution of these
problems.

Control Problems
The "control" problems that arise in operating polymerization reactors are ultimately
related to maintaining safe reaction conditions and achieving the specified production
rate and qua& ofthe desiredproduct.
However, these problems often take on more
distinct forms, and these will be discussed in
the following sections.

Definition and Monitoring
of Product Quality
Product quality is a much more complex
issue in polymerization than in more conventional short-chain reactions. Because iiie
molecular architecture of the polymer is so
sensitive to reactor operating conditions, upsets in feed conditions, mixing, reactor temperature, etc., can alter critical molecular
properties such as molecular weight distribution,polymercompositiondistribution,
chain-sequence distribution, degree of chain
branching, and stereoregularity. In addition,
the morphological form of the polymer is

often a key quality variable. For example?
theparticle-sizedistribution
in emulsion,
suspension, and precipitation polymerization
can be a crucial product specification. Oneof
the greatest difficulties in achieving quality
control of the polymer product is that the
actual customerspecifications may be in
terms of nonmolecular parameters such as
tensilestrength,crackresistance,temperature stability, color or clarity, absorption
capacity for plasticizer, etc. The quantitative
relationship between these product-quality
parameters and reactor operating conditions
may be the least understood area of polymerization reactionengineering. Table 1
summarizes both types of qualitycontrol
measures.
For most of these product-quality measures (molecular or otherwise), no on-line
sensors exist. Thus, it is extremely difficult
to control polymer product quality when all
that is available are infrequent and delayed
measurements? which comefrom samples
sent to the lab. Consequently, there is a desperate need for moreon-linesensorsfor
product-quality monitoring.Some recent
efforts in thisareaincludeon-line
conversion,surfacetension,andmolecular
weight measurement (e.g., [3]-161).

Special Temperature and Reactant Feed
Programs for Batch Processes
Many polymerization processes still involve batch reactors. Thus, the dynamics are
nonautonomous, and the product properties
result from an integral average of reaction
conditions,which change overthe batch
time. This requires special time-varying temperature and reactant feed programs in order
to produce the polymer properties desired.
Successfulreactorcontrolrequirescalculation of this special set-point program and
often the use of feed measurements and variable gain controllers to implement the desired program. A typical situation involves
programming the addition of the more reactive monomersinorder
to keep polymer
compositionuniformincopolymerization
(e.g., [7]-[lo]). Other types of procedures
will be discussed later.

Nonlinear Steadystate Behavior and
Paramenic SensitiviF
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Before considering process dynamics, one
should note that the steady-state structure of
most continuous polymerization reactors is
extremely sensitive to small changes in pro-

cess parameters or operating conditions. To
illustrate, consider the polymerization of
vinyl acetate in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) under the conditions shown in
Fig. I [ l l ] . Note that forajacket cooling
temperature of 25"C, there is very complicated steady-state behavior as the mean residence time (feed flowrate) is varied. There
are two regions of multiple steady statesone of them an isolated branch (kola), which
can only be reached with special start-up
procedures.Close to the ignition andextinction points, the steady state is quite sensitive to small variations in reaction residence
time. To illustrate the extreme sensitivity to
otherparameters,consider
Fig.2, which
shows the effect of k2"C variations in cooling jacket temperature. Note that the steadystate structure changes completely with these
small process parameter variations. Similar
behavior is observed with small disturbances
in initiator feed concentration or ppm impurities in the feed material. If the control
system contemplated manipulating the jacket
temperature in response to measured reactor
temperature, Fig. 2 shows how nonlinear the
process gain is for much of the operating
range. Thus, it would be a cruel assignment
to design a control system for this reactor. In
practice,onewould
normally choose an
alternate design tomitigate this extreme
parametric sensitivity. (For this reactor, this
can be accomplished by feeding a higher percentage of solvent to reduce reaction viscosity.) This type of nonlinear steady-state
behavior also arises in many other types of
polymerization reactors (e.g., [3], [12]).

Nonlinear Process Dynamics
and Reactor Runaway

In addition to the highly nonlinear steadystate structures found for these reactors, there
are often exotic process dynamics (such as
autonomousoscillations)andpotential
reactor-runawayproblems. To illustrate,
considerthesamevinylacetatepolymerization reactor discussed above. The bifurcation structure for homopolymerization
is shown in Fig. 3 wheref, is the fraction of
solvent in the feed and /3 is the heat-transfer
capability per unit volume of reactor [13].
Thesteady-stateconversion,
x , versus
DamkGhler number, Da, is sketched for each
region. For parameters in region V, part of
the unique steady-state range is unstable and
gives risetoautonomous
oscillations,as
shown in Fig. 4. To illustrate how the occur-
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Table 1
Some Measures of Polymer Product Quality
End-Use Properties
Flow properties (film blowing,
molding, etc.)
Strength
Stress crack resistance
Color, clarity
Melting point
Corrosion resistance
Abrasion resistance

0
0

0
0
0
0

Density
Impact resistance
Temperature stability
Swellability
Plasticizer uptake
Spray-drying characteristics
Coating and adhesion properties
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Fig. 1. Steady-state conversion and
temperature for vinyl acetate polymerization in a CSTR as a function of
reactor residence time [ 111.
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Fig. 2. The effect of small coolant
temperature variations on the steady-state
behavior for VA polymerization in a CSTR
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rence of such oscillations is sensitive to small
process variations,consider the operating
parameters js = 0 . 8 5 5 , /3 = 4. For vinyl
acetate homopolymerization (Fig. 3). the bifurcationdiagramshows
a unique,stable
steady state, always. However, if the polymer product required a small amount of corn-

4

onomer. methylmethacrylate. so that the
feed-monomercomposition is changed to
99 percent \'A, 1 percent MMA, the bifurcation structure changes dramatically, thus,
the operating pointf, = 0.855, /3 = 4, can
now become unstable and can lead to oscillations, as shown in Fig. 5 , Therefore, a

small change in feed composition has drastically altered the reactor dynamics. Such exotic dynamics are common in polymerization
processes (e.g., [ll, P I , [121,[141).
Sometimes, this highly nonlinear steadystate and process-dynamics behavior leads to
safety andreactor-runawayproblems.
Although a number of examples exist for solution polymerization, let us illustrate this with
the behavior of a fluidized bed for ethylene
polymerization shown in Fig. 6 [12]. With
manual temperature control, the steady-state
behavior as a function of catalyst injection
rate is shown in Fig. 7. Note that there is
steady-state multiplicity as well as a Hopf
bifurcation point on the lower branch beyond
which the reactor is unstable. The practical
operatingrange is belowthehorizontal
dot/dashed line at -400"K, which represents
the softening point of the polymer. Operation
abovethis temperature results inserious
melting of polymer and reactor failure. Thus,
close control of temperature is important. As
shown in Fig. 8! even under feedback control, the process is so sensitive that an in-
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Fig. 7. Steady-state fluidized bed
temperature under open-loop temperature
control (Tf fKed) as a function of catalyst
injection rate [12]. Curve 1: adiabatic
operation; Curve 2: wall cooling,
H -Hopf bifurcation point.
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Fig. 3.

Bifurcation structure for the homopolymerization of VA in a CSTR [13].
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Fig. 4. Open-loop dynamics for VA
homopolymerization in a CSTR [ 131;
p = 4,fs = 0.72, Da = 0.15.
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Fig. 6. Control system for the
polymerization of ethylene in a gas-phase
fluidized bed reactor [ 121.

Some Solutions

TIPE

Fig. 5. Open-loop dynamics for
VA-MMA copolymerization (99 percent
VA, 1 percent MMA) in a CSTR [ 131.
p = 4,fs = 0.855, Da = 0.8.

crease in catalyst activity could cause the
reactor to reach the limits of the process cooling system and after -20 hours suddenly to
runaway with concomitant meltdown of the
polymer in the reactor.
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In the last section, we presented a few of
the more striking special problems encountered in the control of polymerization reactors. One can see that these present unusual
challenges to the engineer who must design
control systems forthese reactors. In this
section, we will discuss some approaches to
control system design that show potential as
good solutions.
Prediction of Polymer Properties Through
Nonlinear State Estimation

One approach that shows promise is to
modify nonlinear state estimators (such as
the extended Kalman filter) so as tointegrate
both available on-line measurements and infrequent measurementsfrom lab samples.
Early work in the application of state esti-

w

Fig. 8. Fluidized bed start-up behavior
under closed-loop temperature control with
cooling system capacity constraint
Tf 2 320°K. Effect of a 50 percent
disturbance in catalyst activity or feed rate
1121.

mation to polymerization reactors [151-[ 171
demonstrated the feasibility with a few online instruments.More recent works (e.g.,
[ 181-[20]) demonstrate the possibilities with
a wider range of process measurements and
through incorporation of delayed lab measurements into the estimator. The idea is to
use the estimated polymer properties in the
feedback control scheme so as to reduce variability in polymer product quality.
To illustrate some of the issues (see [20]
for a more detailed discussion), Table 2 lists
some of the properties that are observable or
detectable from the indicated measurements.
Note that we have not included all possible
combinations of measurements in this simplified table. As indicated, monomer and initiator conversion are readily observable from
temperaturemeasurements, but molecular
weight or chain-branching properties require

5

line) until the first lab measurements arrive;
then the previous 90 min are corrected (dotted line), and a new predictor estimate is used
until a new lab measurement arrives 90 min
later. This type of estimator provides an optimal state estimate at each instant, given the
data available at that time. Hopefully, this
will prove to be a valuable tool in bridging
the gap resulting from unavailability of online sensors.

Table 2
Polymer Property Observability or Detectability Through
State Estimation with Various Sensors [20]
Branching
MWD
IC
MX
Mw

Measurements

MC

Temperature
Temperature and
refractive index
Temperature
and density
'Bulk viscosity
'Intrinsic viscosity
low-angle
light scattering
'Conventional GPC
'Multidetector GPC

0

0

D

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

B,v

BW

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0
0
0

D
OiD
OiD

D
0
0

D
D
D

D
OiD
0

0
0
0

D
0
0

0
0

D
D

0
0

0

0

0

Detection of Reactor-Runaway Conditions
Through State Estimation
Thereiscurrentlygreatinterest
in the
chemical industry in preventing runaway reactions, which may lead to reactor failure or
even catastrophic damage (such as inthe
Bhopal disaster).Stateestimationoffers
promise in some situations in providing early
detection of abnormally dangerousconditions so that preventive action is possible.
Early workin this area has been done by
Schuler [22], who looked at processes with
highly exothermic secondary reactions. Profitable applications in polymerization would

MC Monomerconversion.
IC Initiatorconversion.

'

Assumestemperature plus refractiveindex (ordensity), plus themeasurementindicated.
Observable.
Detectable.
O;D Observable or detectable depending on model chosen for measurement.

0
D

additionalmeasurements. Observability is
the desiredpropertybecause
detectability
(observation of unstable modes only [21])
leads to good estimates only in steady state.
From a practical point of view, observability
is a much more desirable property than detectability, because of the sluggish dynamic
convergence of estimates that are only detectable. This may be illustrated by some
examplestaken from methylmethacrylate
polymerization in a CSTR 1201. Figure 9
shows the performance in estimating conversionfromtemperaturemeasurements
alone. Figure 10 compares the estimates of
Mw (average molecular weight) with a bulk
viscosity sensor (M, observable) and without this sensor ( M , only detectable). Note
how much better the estimates are if the system is observable.Obviously, if one has
good initial estimates of properties that are
only detectable, then there will be somewhat
better estimates than shown here.
When one may incorporate both on-line
and off-line delayed measurements into the
estimator, the results can be quite good. To
illustrate, consider the case of vinyl acetate
polymerization in a CSTR. Here, we wish to
incorporateon-linemeasurements(temperature, refractive index) together with intrinsicviscosity and GPC measurements
coming from the lab with a 90-min delay in
results. Figure 11 shows how the estimates
for
Mw,,and Bw converge with these
delayed measurements. Note that, initially,
we must use the predictor estimates (solid
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Fig. 9. State estimation of conversion
based only on temperature measurements
for MMA polymerization in a CSTR [20].
- - - - actual. -estimated.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of state estimates of

Mw with and without bulk viscosity as a
sensor. --- actual, -estimated,
- - - - detectable only.
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copolymerizationcompositiondistribution
[7]-[ 103. There is a need to develop routine,
systematic procedures for calculating these
trajectories for any desired polymer specifications in order to make these techniques
readily accessible to the practicing engineer.
Techniques for Nonlinear Multivariable
Controller Design

From the examples presented in the first
section of this paper, it is clear that polymerization reactors are highly nonlinear with
exotic dynamics and often o’eat parametric
sensitivity. Thus, thefeedback controllers
required for these processes must be able
to perform well at a range of operating conditionsevenintheface
of strongnonlinearities. That is an as yet unmet challenge
to the control engineer. Control strategies
that incorporategainscheduling
or other
adaptive controller features have been proposed (e.g., [24]-[26]), but practical experience with these has been limited. There is
still much to be done in this area.

Conclusions
Some of the issues arising in polymerization reactor control have been addressed
in this paper. As indicated in this discussion,
thereare many difficultcontrolproblems
remaining that require a variety of talents to
overcome. More and better on-line sensors
are needed; more experience with the application of state estimation is required; and
finally, better nonlinear and adaptive controllersmustbe
found todeal with the
diabolical dynamics arising in most polymerization processes.
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Out of Control

“and our control engineers apply highly advanced, state-of-the-art techniques for
selecting pole-zero locations.”
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